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List of Acronyms
Abbreviation / acronym

Description

AIR

Affect and Intent Recognition

API

Application Programming Interface

CLS

Cloud-based Learner’s Space

DAT

Data Acquisition Tool

DoW/DoA

Description of Work/Action

DSS

Decision Support System

EE

Experience Engine

I/O

Input / Output

IPA

Interactions with Platform Agents

IWB

Interactive Whiteboard

LES

Learning Experience Supervisor

LM

Learning Material

LMF

Learning Materialisation Framework

LPR

Learner’s Profile Repository

MF

MaTHiSiS Front-end

PA

Platform Agents

PC

Platform Configuration

SC

Sensorial Component

SLA

Smart Learning Atom

SO

Scientific Objective

UI

User Interface

UM-T

Users Management Tool

URM

User and Role Manager
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Project Description
MATHISIS is a 36 month duration project co-funded by the European Commission Horizon 2020
Programme (H2020-ICT-2015) under Grant Agreement No. 687772. It started on 1st January 2016.
One of the core objectives of MaTHiSiS project is to enhance learning environments and make use of
computing devices in learning in a more interactive way, which will provide a product-system to be
used in formal, non-formal and informal education. An ecosystem for assisting
learners/tutors/caregivers for both regular learners and learners with special needs will be
introduced and validated in 5 use cases: Autism Spectrum Case (ASC), Profound and Multiple
Learning Disabilities Case (PMLDC), Mainstream Education Case (MEC), Industrial Training Case (ITC)
and Career Guidance Distance Learning Case (CGDLC).
MaTHiSiS product-system consists of an integrated platform, along with a set of re-usable learning
components (educational material, digital educational artefacts, etc.), which will respond to the
needs of a future educational framework, and provide capabilities for: i) adaptive learning, ii)
automatic feedback, iii) automatic assessment of learner’s progress and behavioural state, iv)
affective learning and v) game-based learning.
Within MaTHiSiS, an innovative structural tool of learning graphs is going to be introduced to guide
the learner through the process of learning in the given scenario. To reach a learning objective,
learner will have to “follow the path” of the learning graphs, built up on Smart Learning Atoms, which
are certain learning elements that carry defined learning materials.
To ensure barrier free integration in the market, MaTHiSiS makes use of a range of interaction
devices, such as specialized robots, mobile devices and interactive whiteboards. The consortium
ensures easy-to-use solution with e.g. specialized graphical editor-like tool, allowing to easily create
educational materials as well as the reusability within both mainstream education and vocational
training setups.

Objectives of the project
A Cloud-based Learner’s Space (CLS) will be developed to provide a system for
adaptation/personalization in learning, interaction, data acquisition and analysis as well as content
creation on the fly. This is a core component of the MaTHiSiS system which includes 3 crucial
subsystems which create an innovative smart learning ecosystem: i) the experience engine (EE), a
graph-based interactive storytelling engine, that manipulates interactive content that is later sent to
a device of tutor’s/learner’s choice; ii) the learning graph engine, responsible for adaptation of the
Learning Graph based on learner’s behaviour and interaction; iii) the Decision Support System (DSS)
providing and collecting learning analytics and controlling synchronous and asynchronous interaction
between devices. To ensure constant educational flow and augmented learner engagement, the
emotion recognition and context aware cognitive/behavioural status extraction tools are introduced
within the system addressed by the Sensorial Component (SC).
For the purpose of validating MaTHiSiS approaches in learning environment, a set of Smart Learning
Atoms (SLA) is going to be created for defined use cases. Such SLAs will adapt to each learner in a
different way based on her/his particular needs, profile, cognitive affective state, relevance to
specific learning requirements and previous performance. Further, an editor-like tool is introduced to
be able to transform educational material into MaTHiSiS Learning Materials usable by SLAs through
Learning Actions. The learning graphs then are going to be deployed to interact with the CLS as well
as some front-end tools for tutors and caregivers to enable creation, editing and authoring of the
learning contents and learning experiences.
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MaTHiSiS will support learning across a variety of learning contexts and, with the use of a variety of
devices (robots, interactive whiteboards, mobile devices and desktop/laptop computers), with
personalized and adaptable, time and location independent learning paths, being transferred
between the agents, always taking into consideration best knowledge and practices learnt from the
previous device.
By the end of the project, MaTHiSiS will introduce a marketable innovation, aimed at the re-usability
of educational and training content and fostering the interactivity between technology and
learners/tutors/caregivers.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable consists the first of a set of three deliverables produced under task 5.2. It aims at
providing details about the MaTHiSiS components implemented on the mobile agents (smartphones
and tablets) through which any user (learner, tutor, care-giver and administrator) enters the
MaTHiSiS learning system and enjoys /sets-up the MaTHiSiS learning experience. As such, it primarily
addresses people interested in the technical details of the implementation of the MaTHiSiS system.
This document contains the specifications (functionalities, interfaces and technologies used) of all
the components that will be developed for the mobile PAs in the framework of MATHISIS project. It
builds upon the MaTHiSiS system architecture described in D2.3 and also takes into account the
MaTHiSiS use cases detailed in D2.2 to ensure that the mobile devices -platform agents will satisfy
the user requirements identified in D2.2. It is worth stressing that, to avoid overlaps, the architecture
of specific components that are common to all MaTHiSiS PAs is described in detail in D5.1 and in this
document we focus on the intricacies of the mobile layer. Additionally, the types of learning
materials that are supported by the mobile devices as well as example instances of them are
described. This report is accompanied by software (relevant code exists in the gitlab repository of
MaTHiSiS). This is the initial version (submitted in M12) and provides an overview of the work in
progress of task 5.2 and its outcomes at the time of submission. This deliverable provides input to
WP7 (D7.2) which integrates all MaTHiSiS system components as well as to WP4 with respect to the
sensor readings available on the mobile devices that can be used for affect detection and to WP6
with respect to synchronous and asynchronous collaboration capabilities. The complete MaTHiSiS
system produced under WP7 will be delivered to WP8 and WP9 for pilot testing in M13.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Document purpose
This document contains the specifications of the MaTHiSiS mobile layer, i.e. of all the components
that are required so that MaTHiSiS platform runs on mobile devices (smartphones and tablets)
towards offering enhanced learning experiences to all types of learners. MaTHiSiS platform includes
several Platform Agents (PAs) which will be involved in the learning process. All these share certain
common functionalities which are described in D5.1 and each of them has its own characteristics and
capabilities. This deliverable aims at shedding light to the specificities of mobile devices as one of the
MaTHiSiS platform agents and on the description of the components implemented on these devices.
It is worth stressing that a) mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) are widely used by learners of
all ages and thus, they consist an important means for MaTHiSiS wide penetration and b) mobile
devices can deliver to the learner either web-based content (which can also be delivered through
laptop or windows operated IWBs) or through native mobile apps, bringing an additional challenge in
learning material delivery and playful learning experience.

1.2 Document context
This deliverable is produced under task 5.2 in M12 and reports on the outcomes of the activities of
task 5.2 with details of the mobile agents supporting the interactions with the MaTHiSiS system. The
design of the mobile layer has been based on the DoA, and on D2.3 [2] as well as on the efforts of
WP2 reported in D2.2 [1] towards use case specifications. This is necessary to ensure that all PAs will
be interoperable with MaTHiSiS CLS, all PAs can be used in synchronous and asynchronous
collaboration scenarios and learning materials can be accessed through multiple PA types. These
common requirements have led to the definition of certain common functionalities which are
described in the Annex of D5.1 [3] (specific reference is made in each chapter of the current
deliverable).
The focus here is on Android and iOS operated devices and on elaborating on the functionality that
will allow (once integrated with the rest of the system under WP7) the testing of MaTHiSiS system
already in M13 in the first pilots. As such, this report is accompanied by software (relevant code
exists in the gitlab repository of MaTHiSiS) which is integrated under WP7 in D7.2 [8] and will be
delivered to WP8 and 9 for pilot testing.
The delivery of the components implementing synchronous and asynchronous collaboration is left
for the next version of mobile agents release. We have scheduled (two) regular updates of the
architecture and relevant development based on the outcomes of the pilot testing. These updates
will be delivered as D5.5 and D5.6 in M21 and M33 respectively. As this is the first (out of the three)
releases, in every section it is clearly defined what is currently available as well as improvements that
will be implemented in the next two years.

1.3 Document structure
The adopted methodology is reflected in the structure of this document which consists of the
following chapters:
Chapter 2: Mobile layer requirements extracted from the DoW and the use cases. In this chapter the
objectives defined in the DoW as well as the use cases defined in D2.2 have been used to draw a list
of concrete requirements that the mobile layer has to satisfy.
Chapter 3: The architecture of the MaTHiSiS mobile application(s) with emphasis on the description
of the experiencing service implementation in the mobile devices which is the main component the
learner interacts with.
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Chapter 4: The mobile device abilities. This chapter focuses on one hand on the sensors available on
the mobile devices and how these can be exploited for affect detection and on the other on the
abilities of the mobile device to offer access to the Learning Experience Supervisor (LES), User and
Role Manager (URM) and Platform Configuration (PC) modules, thus serving tutors, care-giver and
administrators apart from learners.
Chapter 5: The Learning Action Materialization capabilities and the implementation of the LMFs
(Learning Materialization Framework). The Mobile devices are capable of delivering web-based
Learning Materials and native mobile-app based materials.
It is worth stressing that the full list of Learning Materials defined in D2.2 to be executed by mobile
devices is included in the Annex (section 8.3).
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2. Mobile layer requirements
This chapter aims at gathering all the requirements that the mobile PAs have to satisfy and have
been identified in diverse project resources. These resources include: the description of action (DoA)
which defines the MaTHiSiS objectives and (primarily) high level functional requirements, the
MaTHiSiS use scenarios as they have been initially reported in Annex II – MaTHiSiS storyline [4] and
then elaborated in D7.1 as “users stories” [5]. Finally, this chapter also outlines the “technical
requirements” which emerge from the previous types of system requirements and have to be taken
into account when designing and implementing the mobile device architecture.

2.1 Objectives extracted from MaTHiSiS DoA
According to MaTHiSiS DoA1, the mobile app has to contribute in the achievement of the following
objectives:








SO2-1: Emotion recognition tools for image, video and 3D acquisition devices, brought to the
needs of formal, informal and non-formal education for both mainstream and special
education (T4.1).
SO2-3: Context aware Cognitive/Behavioural status extraction tools (T4.2).
SO2-4: To develop a learner cognitive state monitoring framework and system towards
constant education flow and augmented learner engagement (T4.3)
SO5-1: Foster learning adaptability and interoperability in different contexts and through
different devices (T6.4)
SO5-2: Eliminate the need for learning only in specific locations and place individual and
learning preferences as central to the design of learning experiences (T6.4)
SO5-3: Develop novel machine-2-machine (M2M) interaction schemes for knowledge
transfer (T6.3, T6.4)
SO8-2: To provide seamless interoperability of the feedback system with the overall system
so as to dictate learning actions to the platform agents (WP5)

To define concrete requirements that contribute towards the achievement of these objectives,
MaTHiSiS has defined generic user stories in D7.1, as elaborated in section 2.3 below.

2.2 Requirements extracted from MaTHiSiS DoA
Already from the description of the action (DoA), a number of requirements are drawn:

1

Req.
ID

Description (extract from DoA)

R1

Platform Agents (PA): The Platform Agents, robots (Task 5.1), mobile devices (Task 5.2) and
IWBs (Task 5.3), interact with the user. The PAs include three major sub parts: 1) interface
and on-board modules (WP5), 2) inter-units collaboration modules (WP6) and 3) PA, CLS
information and action communication (T3.3,WP5)

R2

Mobile devices will support the full educational scenarios, allowing the pursuing of the SLAs
in the context of executing educational applications.

R3

The users of the mobile devices and applications include (a) the learners who are the
primary actors, (b) the tutors/caregivers and (c) the administrators of the platform.

MaTHiSIS main objectives, DoA MaTHiSiS – Part B, pages 6-9
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R4

MaTHiSiS mobile layer resides in part in the device itself, interacting with the operating
system and the available modules (such as the sensors) and in part in the back office of the
MaTHiSiS platform, interacting with the core components.

R5

In the context of the project we will support, in terms of operating systems Android,
Windows and iOS and in terms of platforms both smart phones and tablets.

R6

Synchronous collaboration among platform agents. MATHISIS has to support online,
distributed synchronous collaboration, in multi-learner settings. To avoid obstacles related
to physical location of the learners, platform agents of heterogeneous nature will be
possible to exchange information and collaborate in order to converge, in real time and,
based on learners’ profiles, to optimized sessions. To that aim, this task will investigate the
ways in which the implemented techniques can be brought to the context of synchronous
interactions among robots, mobile devices and interactive whiteboards for sharing the same
goals, in a multi-user setting. MaTHiSiS will work on input redirection [6] methodologies for
the exchange of messages in a Multi-Device Environment (MDE) [7]. The cloud-based
application that will guarantee synchronous collaboration will be based on a middleware
layer, which will enable the communication of affective/interaction/performance –related
events across all of the platform agents; for a platform agent to participate in a learning
session, it will need to be connected to the middleware layer application. Key component
will be a module that will provide a blackboard-like communication mechanism. It will be
used for communication, along with other socket connections, to maximize performance.

R7

Asynchronous collaboration among platform agents: a learning scenario, designed to be
executed by a robotic tutor, can execute the same or a similar task with the use of a mobile
device without extensive re-training and customizing.
Table 2: Requirements extracted from DoA

2.3 Requirements extracted from the use cases
The mobile devices are used by all types of MaTHiSiS system users, (administrators, tutors,
caregivers, learners). So, this section first describes the distinct user roles and their rights in MaTHiSiS
system, and then it describes use scenarios in line with the Annex II-MaTHiSiS storyline to reach a list
of functional requirements.

2.3.1 The user roles
The different distinct roles a user of MaTHiSiS can play and the relevant rights are described in the
following table.
Role

Rights

Administrator
(Super-admin Pilot site
admin)





Tutor

Contract No.: 687772

Configure MaTHiSiS eco-system using the Platform Configuration UI (MaTHiSiS
User Management, Resources Management : selection of PAs, add Content
repositories, Manage info about the Local Networks)
Manage learning processes. User with this role will be able to conduct all
actions described for teacher/tutor role and learner roles.
Manage Social Networking aspects of the learning environment (e.g. set
Facebook, YouTube or other social networks used to support the communities
working with the platform)

The main difference of this role with the Parent/Caregiver is that users with Tutor
role will have pedagogical knowledge that will allow them to:
 Setup a learning experience (define learning goals, create SLAs, LG, select
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supporting learning materials, define learners profile information)
Manage a learning process through the assessment of the attainment of
specified learning goals, visualize the performance of different learners during
the experience and make modifications to such experience considering the
recommendations proposed by DSS

Parent /
Caregiver

They will be able to:

Learner

This user has the lowest access rights but is the most important to MaTHiSiS.
There will be two different types of learners:





Start a learning experience for the learner
Select complementary resources from the list of resources provided in the LGs
Visualize a learner performance information and profile

1. Supervised learner for those learners who will need some type of
supervision either because they have special learning needs or they are
minors without special needs.
2. Independent learner for those who are advanced learners even when they
are minors or adult learners who are pursuing to improve certain set of
competences/skills. Both types of learners will be able to follow a
specified learning experience interacting with any of the PAs (mobiles,
robot, IWB and desktop/laptop).
Table 3: User Roles and Access Rights

The independent learner can start a learning experience selecting Learning Graphs according to
his/her learning needs. She/He will be able to select complementary resources; visualize his/her
performance, accept recommendations for personalization and modify certain part of his/her profile
(demographics, preferences, learning history). In the case of supervised learner all previous actions
will be conducted by his/her teacher/caregiver/tutor.

2.3.2 Use scenario: administrator, tutor, caregiver
Based on the information gathered under WP2 and included in D2.2, it seems that these three types
of users will preferably use laptop/desktop device rather than mobile devices and from mobile
devices, they seem to prefer tablets vs. smartphones. This has led MaTHiSiS team to design and build
for them the MaTHiSiS front-end for desktop applications in a responsive manner and to offer them
(uniform) access to it through mobile phones/tablet. For this reason, the details of the functionality
offered to these three roles are provided in the deliverables of WP3 (namely, D3.1, D3.3 and D3.9).

2.3.3 Use scenario: supervised learner
To capture the requirements of the use cases, we have studied and compiled the numerous use
cases identified in D2.2 and distilled it in a shorter version. It is worth stressing that in D2.2,
collaboration between learners is not addressed; thus, we plan to address this issue in D5.6 when
WP6 efforts will have matured and D6.4 will be available.
The learner enters the MATHISIS mobile app through either a smartphone or a tablet. He/she enters
the MaTHiSiS learner mobile app supervised or the tutor/teacher which presents him/her just a
notification that the application has been activated and then the application runs in the background
until the tutor assigns a learning material to the learner. The learner starts to interact with the
learning material that has already been selected by the tutor through the Learning Experience
Supervisor application and the readings from the inertia sensors are streamed to the MaTHiSiS cloud
platform which detects the learner’s affect state. The learner finally finishes the learning material
and his/her performance is communicated to the MaTHiSiS CLS. With respect to the learning material
type, quizzes, video or tutorial of other types or physical objects should be supported.
Contract No.: 687772
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2.3.4 Use scenario: independent learner
The independent learner acts at the beginning of his/her interaction as a tutor for himself and
defines the learning graph and material to be used and then accesses the MaTHiSiS system exactly as
any dependent learner would do. In other words, the independent learner is a combination of tutor
and dependent learner.

2.3.5 Required functionality
According to the description of use cases and the Annex II-storyline document, the mobile apps (as
any PA) are required to support the following user stories, defined for the first release in D7.1 Integration Strategy and planning [5]. In the table, the components (according to D2.3) responsible
for their support are defined.
User
story

Description

PC02

As a Tutor, I want to be able to define my PAs in order to have them ready for LES, PC
learning experiences / sessions.

PC03

As a Tutor, I want to be able to define my already known learning LES, PC
environments with their PAs in order to have them ready for learning
experiences / sessions.

LES03 As a Tutor, I want to define the learning context before the beginning of a LES, PC
Learning Session in order to define which learner will use which PA and select
the current learning environment.
LES12 As a Learner, I will interact with my preferred PA in order to improve my skills ES
and it will gather all information about my current affective status and
progress in order to trigger real -time Learning Graph adaptation.
LES18 As a Learner, I want to practice using touch screens or waving in front of the ES
robot in order to interact with these PAs.
Table 4: User stories related to PA (extracted from [5])

The functionalities required to be implemented in order to support these user stories is defined in
the following table.
ID

Functionality

F1

Establishment of communication with the CLS for the authenticated/authorized users.

F2

Communication of the mobile app and the CLS for the identification and delivery of the
learning material to be offered to the learner

F3

Communication of the mobile app and the CLS for the delivery of sensor data to enable
affect detection

F4

Communication of the mobile app and the CLS for the delivery of performance data

F5

Synchronous/asynchronous collaboration between platform agents of same/different type
Table 5: Required functionalities to be implemented in the mobile agents
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2.4 Technical requirements
According to the requirement 6 (section 2.2), in the context of the project we will support smartphones and tablets. In terms of operating systems, Android and iOS will be supported as Windows
phone penetration has dropped very low. For the first year, the emphasis is placed on the support of
Android as it significantly overpasses the rest in terms of market penetration.
The MaTHiSiS application for mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) offers one more means
(additional to robots, IWBs and desktop/laptops) for reaching primarily the learner but also the
teacher/tutor and caregiver anytime, anywhere.
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3. The architecture
The MaTHiSiS users will be able to access the Learning Experience Supervisor, the Platform
Configurator and the User and Role manager components through a User Interface as well as interact
with learning material through the Experiencing service and relevant LM Frameworks.
The architecture of the MaTHiSiS components implemented in the PAs has been presented in D5.1.
This architecture is copied here to ease the reader while in the following sections we focus on the
mobile device specificities.

Figure 1: The architecture of the mobile PAs

All types of MaTHiSiS users will be able to access MaTHiSiS system through mobile devices. We have
two kinds of learners: dependent and independent. For the dependent learners we suppose that
they need assistance to manage their own learning experiences. For these learners, their tutor will
decide the details of the learning experience. So, it is only needed to initiate (start) the MaTHiSiS
mobile application. When the tutor select the learning material for a specific learner, then the
learning material will appear on the screen of the device. Through the LES, the tutors will be able to
manage the Learning Experiences (i.e. start/stop/view analytic of courses represented by Learning
Graphs- LGs) and to manage learning sessions (i.e. a step in the achievement of a Learning
Experience, using a specific PA in a specific learning environment). Independent learners are able to
manage their own learning experiences and do not need a tutor, even if they can have one. They act
as tutors of themselves, thus they use the Learning Experience Supervisor module (front-end) to
decide on the graph and material to interact with.
In this chapter it is the implementation of the experiencing service on the mobile devices that is
discussed, while the following two chapters focus on the sensors and the LM frameworks
implementation on the mobile devices.
The mobile device considered in MaTHiSiS include smart phones and tablets, running android
Android 4.4 and newer and iOS 8 (where available) and newer operating systems which are equipped
with touchscreen, inertia sensors (accelerometer, gyroscopes) and have connectivity to WLAN or
cellular networks (e.g. 3G, LTE, 4G). The Experiencing service was developed using Java for Android
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and Swift for iOS in order to achieve the optimum user experience and the direct measurement
gathering from the sensors of the device.

3.1 Experiencing service
As described in D5.1, the experiencing service includes the sensorial component and the LM
launcher. It does not incorporate user interface (UI) so once the mobile app is installed and started
nothing appears on the screen of the user until his/her tutor signals MaTHiSiS platform to launch a
learning material. (For the first release of the prototype in M12, an additional component called
“main activity UI” is implemented to facilitate gradual integration and testing of the experiencing
service.)

3.1.1 Sensorial component tier
The sensorial component defined in D2.3 is split into two components: SC 1 residing in the platform
agents and another one implemented in the MaTHiSiS CLS. The experiencing component is
implemented in the mobile devices as a background service. This service collects the gyroscope and
the accelerometer values and either delivers them to the MaTHiSiS cloud (SC 2 component) for
further processing or performs preprocessing so that the information exchanged between the SC1
and MaTHiSiS cloud is reduced (and thus, the bandwidth requirements are lowered).
For the first release, the sensorial component in the mobile devices collects from the sensors raw
data and delivers them to the MaTHiSiS cloud annotated (e.g. appending timestamp information to
enable synchronization with other user data), since currently no pre-processing algorithms is defined.
The readings from the 2D touch sensor are also collected from the sensorial component unless the
learner interacts with a learning material of native mobile app type. During the 2nd project year, it will
be investigated which type of processing could be performed in the mobile devices to extract coarse
features and send them to the cloud where the second part of the SC (SC 2/2) resides to enable
affect state analysis and detection.
In the framework of the Data Acquisition Tool (DAT), the sensorial component implemented in the
PA has been connected with a laptop running the data acquisition tool which receives the readings of
the sensors, as show in the following figure. On the left hand, the screen of the laptop receiving the
readings is shown and next to it the mobile device during the learning material execution.

Figure 2: Screen shot from DAT receiving the values of the mobile device sensors
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3.1.2 The Learning Action Materialization tier
The Learning Action Materialisation tier defined in D2.3 is implemented by the LM launcher
component. This is another background service running on the mobile devices. It communicates with
the Experiencing Engine using web sockets technology. It is responsible of controlling the
materialisation of the learning actions triggering the appropriate Learning Material Framework.
It receives commands for starting and stopping the learning material which can be of three types:
Native mobile app, web-based learning material and physical object.
In the 2nd year, this interface will be enriched with learning material configuration information (e.g.
difficulty level).
During the control of a Learning Material, the following low-level technical events are reported back
to the MaTHiSiS cloud:
-

cannot find it,
cannot start it,
cannot communicate with it,

In this case, the Decision Support System (DSS) will be informed in order to let it adapt the learning
experience.
This component is responsible for downloading the learning material (if it is not available on the
device), for activating/deactivating and configuring it.
In the first year release, the LM launcher is a background service that is also capable of
communicating with the DAT tools through a restful API, through which it receives commands to
activate (locally stored) native apps or web-based Learning Materials.

3.1.3 Interaction with PAs tier
As discussed in D5.1, the IPA (Interaction with Platform Agents) tier is primarily implemented in the
MaTHiSiS cloud and the PAs are responsible for delivering information about the user’s activity in the
format of xAPI statements. This is performed by the Learning Materialization Frameworks which also
communicate with the DSS to report technical issues.

3.1.4 Platform Agents collaboration tier
This tier is responsible for implementing synchronous and asynchronous collaboration scenarios
which are under definition in WP6, (namely for D6.4). The mobile component which takes place in
this specific tier will be developed in the 2nd year of the project. The relevant developments on the
mobile applications side, will be carried out taking into consideration the stringent requirements set
by the MaTHiSiS platform that call for i) real time communication among platform agents assurance
(e.g. by ensuring compatibility with state-of-the-art technologies such as web sockets) and ii) deviceand agent-agnostic state awareness features. The collaboration among platform agents will be made
possible via proper data exchange among the mobile applications and the cloud by the middleware
layer application. Furthermore, the mobile component will offer support for actions synchronization
and will be able to deliver message exchanging services (in a synchronous or asynchronous manner,
depending on the scenario) among the (mobile) platform agents.
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4. Mobile layer-specific abilities
The Mobile devices, apart from the experiencing services which support both dependent and
independent learners, offer access to the LES, URM and PC functionalities. Additionally, they deliver
to the MaTHiSiS back-end readings from the sensors available in these devices.

4.1 Sensors available in the mobile devices
While the sensors available on the mobile devices are numerous (Touchscreen, camera, microphone,
speakers, accelerometer, gravity sensors, gyroscopes, rotational vector sensors, Ambient light /
temperature sensor), it was decided to track the readings of the gyroscope, accelerometer and 2D
touch sensors as these deliver information that can be used to detect the user’s affect state
(according to WP4 for affect state detection and WP6 for adaptation of the LGs).
It is worth stressing that while reading the gyroscope and accelerometer is possible throughout the
user experience irrespective of the type of the learning material used, the situation is different when
the user-learner interacts with a native mobile app. In this case, the native mobile application is in
the foreground while in the background runs the sensorial component. For security reasons, the
operating system does not allow the background service to access the readings of the touch screen
sensor while in the foreground is a different application from the MaTHiSiS main application.
With respect to the 2D sensor, the available readings are:




Touch down (it is triggered when the user presses their finger on the screen - the X and Y point of
the touch and the event duration)
Touch up (it is triggered when the user releases their finger of the screen - the X and Y point of
the touch and the event duration)
Touch move (it is triggered when the user move their finger on the screen - the X and Y point of
the touch and the event duration)

During the 2nd year, we will explore the opportunity to perform processing of the sensor reading on
the mobile devices towards lowering the generated traffic. This processing can be: a) some kind of
preprocessing so that the bulk of information sent to the CLS is reduced or b) full processing and
affect state detection on the mobile devices.
The relevant code implementing the sensorial component in the mobile devices can be found in:
https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/mathisis/tree/master/Platform%20Agents/mobile_es

4.2 LES, URM and PC accessed through the mobile devices
To satisfy the requirement to support independent learners, tutors and caregivers through the
mobile devices, we have designed a dedicated mobile application which allows all these types of
users to connect to the MaTHiSiS system. This mobile application allows them to access MaTHiSiS
front-end which has been designed and developed in task 3.5 through a webview, as shown in the
following figures
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.

Figure 3: The MaTHiSiS front-end accessed through mobile devices

Through this, the tutors, care-givers, independent learners and administrators will have access to the
learning experience supervisor, user and role manager and platform configurator components.
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5. Learning Action Materialization capabilities in the
mobile devices
All three MaTHiSiS learning material types are supported by the mobile devices. These are the
physical objects, the native LMs which in the case of the mobile device they are native mobile apps
and web-based LMs which can be of any type (e.g. pdf, html5, mp4). A mobile device specific LM
framework is implemented per type of LM. All frameworks aim at sending to the MaTHiSiS cloud in
xAPI statement format information regarding the interactions of the learner with the material. This
information includes primarily data regarding the performance of the learner such as success rate
and time to complete the interactions. The basis for the development of the LMFs is the list of
learning materials defined in D2.2 together with the key moments specified per learning material. It
is worth stressing that the case of physical objects is left to be elaborated in the next version of this
document.
The full list of LMs suitable for mobile devices is included in Annex 8.3. From this list it is evident that
the mobile devices are involved in many use cases and host both native and web-based learning
materials. Additionally, it can be observed that there are common “types” of learning materials like
multiple choice questions, true-false questions, videos, match images with concepts (e.g. emotions)
e.t.c. For this reason, in the following sections we will use indicative materials to describe the LMF
that are developed and will be used in the 1st year pilots.

5.1 LM framework for native apps
The Native LMs for the mobile devices are native mobile apps for Android and iOS devices which
communicate with the MaTHiSiS cloud to receive instructions and report back technical issues and
xAPI statements revealing the performance of the learner. Such material already produced in the first
year are games like puzzles, count the dots and match the images which are appropriate e.g. for the
Mainstream Education Case.

5.1.1 Native apps: name the object
In the Mainstream Education Case (MEC) case, towards achieving the learning goal of enriching
vocabulary, the following game that calls the pupil to name the object has been developed. It shows
pictures on the screen and provides instructions to the pupil to fill in the word describing the picture.
The native mobile game notifies the MaTHiSiS cloud (IPA) through xAPI statement about the correct
or wrong answer and the time it took to complete the word.

Figure 4: Example of LM - native mobile app developed for the Mainstream Education use case
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5.2 LM framework for web-based materials
The LM framework for web-based materials received instruction from the Experience Engine and a)
notifies DSS about technical issues and b) delivers information about the interaction of the learner
with the material in xAPI format. Web-based learning materials are the materials which can be
executed through a web browser (e.g. an HTML5 game, a html quiz, a pdf file etc.).
With respect to the tracking of the interactions, MaTHiSiS LMFs focus on tracking the key moments
that the MaTHiSiS pedagogists have defined as revealing interesting issues either with respect to
performance or with respect to engagement and affect. These features can be those concerned with
different aspects of the learning process such as time required to perform a specific task or learning
actions associated to each learning material or to the completion of the task. The system must store
this information to be used for the adaptation of the task, for the adaptation of the collaboration
among PAs as well as to make easier the integration of a new PA with known scenarios (learning
materials and learning actions).
These key moments are mainly associated with the score (correct over false answers), and the time
required to accomplish a task while other types of key moments can also be found in the full list of
learning materials in annex 8.3. For example, when watching a video, the time at which a learner
pauses it is valuable for the tutor as well as the percentage of the video watched.

5.2.1 Example web-based materials: Quiz
In the CGDL use case, quizzes can be used to materialise almost any learning action identified in D2.2.
For the learning action “Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is capable to
determine, which are the main elements to be considered in his/her portfolio”, a possible
materialisation is (mobile) “Agents show to the user 2 questionnaires. First a multiple choice query
and then another one with only 2 questions right or wrong answer.”
The key moments are:


The learner first starts the multiple answer questionnaire but does not select any answer,



he selects the correct answer from the list of multiple answers,



he does not select the correct answer from the list of multiple answers,



he needs more than 1min to complete the answer”.

In the following Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8, a simplified version of the quiz is presented and the
interactions that are forwarded to the MaTHiSiS cloud are also shown (for demo purposes) next to
the quiz.

Figure 5: The welcome page of the Quiz
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xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/initialized", "display": { "en-US": "initialized" }
},
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/quiz-one", "definition": { "name": { "en-US":
"Answer the Questions!" }, "activity type": "quiz" } },
"context": { "location": "Classroom id", "SLA": {"id": "SLA id", "name": "Answer the
Questions", "SLA weight": "0.3" }, "LA": {"id": "LA id", "name": "Learn the addition"}, "LG":
{"id": "LG id", "name": "Mathematical competences: numbering" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true},
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

Figure 6: Multiple choice questions with interactions tracked

In case that the user does not reply after a pre-specified amount of time, the system helps the
student to complete the level.
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/failed", "display": { "en-US": "failed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/quiz-one", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "
Answer the Questions!" }, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": false, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}
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Figure 7: True false question with interactions tracked

The student answers correctly.
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/xAPI/verbs/passed", "display": { "en-US": "passed" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/quiz-one", "definition": { "name": { "en-US": "
Answer the Questions!"}, "activity type": "question" } },
"Result": { "Completion": true, "success": true}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

Figure 8: Example quiz completed

If the students abandons the game at any point, the teacher can press the button “q” (stands for
quit) and the game redirects you to the exit screen.
xAPI statement
{"actor":
{
"type":
"learner",
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
Contract No.: 687772
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"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/abandoned", "display": { "en-US":
"abandoned" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/quiz-one", "definition": { "name": { "en-US":
"Answer the Questions!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } },
"Result": { "Completion": false, "success": false}
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}
When the student either terminates the learning activity then the exit screen is displayed and the
student or the teacher has to press the exit button.
xAPI statement
{"actor":{
"type":
"learner",
"name":
"Codified
name",
"mbox":
"mailto:learner@example.com" },
"verb": { "id": "http://adlnet.gov/expapi/verbs/terminated", "display": { "en-US":
"terminated" } },
"object": { "id": "http://example.com/activities/quiz-one", "definition": { "name": { "en-US":
"Answer the Questions!" }, "activity type": "assessment" } }
"timestamp": "2016-11-14T21:15:30+01:00"}

5.2.2 Example web-based materials: Videos
In the CGDL use case, towards the learning action “Watch a tutorial video of EOPPEP about an ecareer portfolio”, a possible mobile materialization is “Agent presents a tutorial video to the client/
learner according to his/her age”.
The key moments are:






Starting the video
Watch and Pause the video in the half of its play time
Watching the whole video and their relation to the achievement are “Started the video = 0%
of the SLA (learner does have any of the required competences/skills)
Watched and paused the video on the half of its play time (= 50% of the SLA (learner
understood some of the main concepts of a portfolio)
Watched the whole video = 100% of the SLA (learner understood which are the main
concepts or elements of a portfolio)”.
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6. Conclusion
This deliverable has specified the components of the MaTHiSiS system that are implemented in the
mobile devices (tablets and smartphones), in both Android and iOS operated devices, after capturing
the requirements that these have to satisfy. It has specified the implementation of Experiencing
Service in mobiles, the learning action materialization and has defined the sensors of the mobile
devices that are tracked so that the relevant readings are used for affect detection. These include the
inertia sensors and the 2D touch. It also described the sequence of actions that enable the execution
of a learning experience. The types and indicative instances of the learning materials supported by
these devices have also been presented. It discussed the technologies used for development,
provided links to the (software) code of the prototype and presented indicative print-screens of the
developed User Interfaces.
The components that this deliverable specifies are integrated in the framework of WP7 in the 1st
release of the MaTHiSiS prototype.
The main conclusions from this analysis and specifications are:
1. The mobile devices offer access to learners through a dedicated mobile app which, once
activated, it runs in the background and it is the tutor that controls the learning material that
the learner will interact with.
2. The mobile devices offer access to tutors, caregivers and administrator through another
mobile app which presents them the web-based (responsive) MaTHiSiS front-end developed
in task 3.5.
3. The sensors used to affect detection include the inertia (gyroscope and accelerometer)
sensor as well as the 2D touch readings (for non-native Learning Materials).
4. The Mobile devices are used in four (out of five) MaTHiSiS use cases, delivering enhanced
learning experiences to both children and adults with and without special needs.
5. Learning Materials of both web-based and native mobile apps nature need to be developed
for the MaTHiSiS pilots.
The next steps include:
1. The development of additional learning materials
2. The development of functionality that enables synchronous and asynchronous collaboration
between agents
3. The development of additional functionality with respect to learning material handling (e.g.
support configuration of different parameters of the learning materials)
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8. Annex
8.1 Information about xAPI
Information about the xAPI is provided in D5.1.

8.2 General description of the Experiencing Service
The General description of the Experiencing Service is provided in D5.1.
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8.3 List of learning materials suitable to be accessed through mobile device in MaTHiSiS use cases
SLA
Object
identificatio
n (LG:
Improve
vocabulary)

PMLD

SLA
Worked
examples
(LG:
Improve
vocabula
ry)

LG:
Increase
vocabula
ry

Quantity
corresponde
nce (LG:
Improve
maths)
Sequence
reproductio
n (LG:
Improve
attention
span)

Learning Actions

PA

Materialization
Display a series of single images on a theme.

Name colours / objects / actions when presented

Tablet

Give feedback and prompting (if no response, prompt twice, then
change object)
Display a number of dots.

Associate a number with a quantity

Tablet

Give feedback and prompting (if no response, ask, “Are there
[random number]?”, if no response twice, change number, if
response is hesitant, offer 3 alternatives)
Display a number of images on screen. Highlight two in sequence.
Increase number of items highlighted by one each repetition.

Reproduce a sequence of pictures/sounds

Tablet

Give feedback and prompting (repeat if response is wrong, or no
response.
Reduce number in sequence if no response twice)

Visually track pictures (focusing)

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (functional
vocabulary). They move in the screen.

Looking at pictures for a time.

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (functional
vocabulary). They will be static in the screen.

Visual
attention

It will present different sounds of words:
Hearing
attention

Focusing a sound of words.
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Clothing.



Body parts.

It will present different sounds of different words:

Hearing a sound of different words for a time.

Visual
discriminati
on
Establish
semantic
fields
(conceptual
networks)

Use derived
words form

Tablet



Pupil´s interests toys.



Foods.



Animals.




Clothing.
Body parts.

Tablet

It shows different words from different vocabulary. They can be
support with photographs, pictures, images, icons, symbols.

Match two identical words between a set of them.

Tablet

It shows several words from one set about one topic. It could be
support with photographs, pictures, images, icons, symbols.
The pupil should match the identical words.

To connect words about one semantic field.

Tablet

Create screens with different topics (home, school, park,
swimming pool, hospital). Then the pupil has to add elements
(things, people, decoration…).

Find differences between two words.

To connect derived words about one topic.

Tablet

In the screen there is one word about a topic (e.g. bread). Then in
the screen appear a set of words, only one of them will be linked
with the first word.
Pupil has to match the word which has the same lexical family
(e.g. bread-baker-bakery).
All words can be supported by images or pictures.
Difficult on the task can be increased with more words.

LG:
Identify
and
express

Visual
attention

Visually track pictures (focusing)

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (emotional
traits). They move in the screen.

Looking at pictures for a time.

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (emotional
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traits). They will be static in the screen.

emotions
(emotion
al traits)
Focusing a sound.

Tablet

It will present different sounds about one topic: emotional traits

Crying.

Laughs.

Snarls.

Hearing a sound for a time.

Tablet

It will present different sounds about emotional traits during a
time.

Find differences between two facial expressions.

Tablet

Hearing
attention

Visual
discriminati
on

It shows different facial expression from pictures of children
(photograph, picture, image, icon, symbol).
Differences increase.

Match two identical pictures.

Tablet

It shows several facial expressions from pictures of children
(photograph, picture, image, icon, symbol).
The pupil should match the identical pictures.

Make eye
contact

Make eye contact with different facial expression.

Tablet

A simulator of facial expression makes different emotional traits
while pupil makes eye-contact.

Imitation

To imitate facial expressions.

Tablet

A simulator of facial expression makes different emotional traits
while pupil imitates them.

Lotus games with part of the face (eyes, noses, cheek...)

Tablet

Pupil matches pictures with the same part of the face, between
several cards that shows parts of the face.
The cards are face down.

Making puzzles with faces forms.

Tablet

To know
parts of the
body

Lotus games with part of the body (leg, arms...)

Tablet

Know basic
emotions

Say emotions.

Tablet

To know
parts of the
face

Pupil completes a puzzle with the different parts of the face.
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The number of puzzle pieces will increase according to pupil’s
progress.
Pupil matches pictures with the same part of the body (between
several cards which one shows parts of the body?)
Cards should be face down.
It shows different pictures (photograph, image, icon, symbol) and
pupil says what emotion they express.
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Deduce
basic
emotions
Express
basic
emotions
Learning
numbers 1
to 12 (this
SLA also
contributes
to
mathematic
s learning
objectives)

LG:
Telling
the time
from
analogue
clock

Classify emotions.

Tablet

It shows different pictures (photograph, image, icon, symbol) at
the same time and the pupil says what emotion they express.

Deduce basic emotions from different social situations.

Tablet

It shows different stories about different social situations
(sequences) and pupil says what emotion they express.

Virtual role playing (children without movement possibilities)

Tablet

It shows a virtual role-play and pupil will express an emotional
trait.

“Emociómetro”

Tablet

Correctly identifying numbers by matching them to numbers of
objects

Mobile

It asks to pupil – How are you? How do you feel today?
And pupil has to respond
Would need simple game/procedure written eg presenting three
pictures and three numbers and learner has to drag them around
to match them.

Getting them in ascending order

Mobile

Would need simple game/procedure written e.g. presenting
series (starting with two, then increasing) of cards depicting
different size groups, then cards displaying the digits. For each set
of cards, pupil has to drag them into place with smaller followed
by larger

Learning
position of
numbers on
clock face

Copying clock with just 4 numbers in place

Mobile

think a drag and drop game could address this one

Copying clock with all 12 numbers in place

Mobile

Ditto

Recognising
hour hand
and learning
its role

Learns at what time activities take place eg start and finish
school

Mobile

Learner drags correct clock face over to where the question is
written. Text will convert to speech when it is touched by learner.

Places hour hand in correct place in response to verbal
prompts e.g. "one o'clock"

Mobile

Learner drags hour hand round tom position given in text/spoken
instruction.

Mobile

Clock face with both hands and all 12 numbers. Learner moves
hands around until they hit e.g. half past six and voice message
says what time it is. Then learner has to move hands or select
correct clock face depending on what time (e.g. half past four)

Recognising
minute
hand and
learning its

Learns concept of half past the hour and position of hour and
minute hand
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role

LG:
Rehearse
travel,
get
things in
right
order
and learn
to find
way
around
school

they are told.

Understand
left and
right (could
be a
learning
objective in
its own
right?). As
an SLA
contributes
to other
learning
objectives.
Identify and
name (or
recognise
symbol for)
different
places/room
s

learns concept of quarter to/past and position of hour and
minute hand

Mobile

Clock face with both hands and all 12 numbers. Learner moves
hands around until they hit e.g. quarter past six and voice
message says what time it is. Then learner has to move hands or
select correct clock face depending on what time (e.g. quarter to
four) they are told.

learns concept of five minute intervals and position of hour
and minute hand

Mobile

Same activities as above but examples will involve moving the
minute hand round to one of the twelve numbers

Learning which shoe/hand/foot is left and which right (this will
only apply to the learner's point of view as understanding that
a robot or person facing them has a reversed left and right is
pretty difficult).

Mobile

Again, this would be left and right from learner's point of view.
Shown series of two identical objects side by side and asked to
touch the one on the right or the one on the left.

Recognise left and right arrows

Mobile

Arrow shown on screen. Learner has to respond as above in the
robot scenario and also to a mannequin shown on screen/IWB

understand turning left and right

Mobile

Move character round 2D maze with simple commands or tapping
arrow on screen. Maze can become more complex

Match name or symbol to different rooms

Mobile

Matching game either shown symbol and has to select correct
picture from those below or shown all symbols and has to pair
each one with correct location picture

Identify location of different places on map/model

Mobile

Learner has to drag pictures/symbols onto correct location of 2D
representation of school.

Mobile

Desired location shown on screen. Learner then has to move
character to desired location from their current location.

Walk/naviga
te to find
location
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Sorting
objects into
right order,
(this SLA can
contribute
to building
sentences if
verbal/writt
en material
used).

LG:
Sequenci
ng

Understandi
ng order of
events or
actions

LG:
Increasin
g
vocabula
ry

Correct
recognition
of objects

Mobile

One object appears on top of screen and learner must drag it into
one of two or three baskets shown at bottom of screen according
to colour or shape.

sorting on increasing value on one dimension e.g. height,
number in group

Mobile

One object appears on top of screen and learner must drag it into
correct position at bottom of screen depending on whether it is
bigger or smaller than its neighbour. Could also be number of
dots. Increase number of cards/objects as learner gets better at
task.

On two dimensions eg size and shape

Mobile

One object appears on top of screen and learner must drag it into
correct position on matrix.

Sort pictures into logical order eg child waking up, dressing,
eating breakfast, leaving house. Identify incorrect sequences

Mobile

Learner drags pictures from top of screen into correct order at
bottom

Tell story or recount an event/outing in right order
supplemented with their own pictures

Mobile

Learner tells story and selects pictures from those shown on
device

Sort words in sentence into logical order. Identify incorrect
order.

Mobile

Learner drags pictures from top of screen into correct order at
bottom

Sort places on route into logical order (use their own pics taken
on outing). Identify incorrect order.

Mobile

Learner drags pictures from top of screen into correct order at
bottom

Get right order for elements in Chris' game making software or
Scratch commands

Mobile

Ditto: can Mo help here?

Correctly points to picture of object named by tutor, being
given an increasing number of objects to choose

Mobile

Word said by device and learner selects named object from
display on screen

Mobile

Matching game, either shown word and has to select correct
picture from those below or shown all words and has to pair each
one with correct picture. If verbal, has to say each word as it is
matched.

Learn sorting

Matches written name to picture being given an increasing
number of objects to choose from
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Plays Fish or pairs game

Mobile

Learner has to select the two cards showing the same picture
from a display of 10 or more. To make it more challenging cards
shown face down and have to be turned over. Alternatively match
word cards with pictures.

Correctly points to picture of action named by tutor, being
given an increasing number of actions to choose

Mobile

Matching game either shown written word (or spoken word) and
has to select correct picture from those below or shown all words
and has to pair each one with correct location picture.

Plays Fish or pairs game

Mobile

Learner has to select the two cards showing the same action
picture from a display of 10 or more. To make it more challenging
cards shown face down and have to be turned over. Alternatively
match word cards with pictures.

Correctly points to picture of descriptor (eg big, yellow, hairy)
named by tutor, being given an increasing number of
descriptors to choose

Mobile

Matching game either shown written word (or spoken word) and
has to select correct picture from those below or shown all words
and has to pair each one with correct picture

Plays Fish or pairs game

Mobile

Learner has to select the two cards showing the same descriptor
picture from a display of 10 or more. To make it more challenging
cards shown face down and have to be turned over. Alternatively
match word cards with pictures. .

Improving
pronunciati
on

Correctly responds with name of object/action/colour when
shown it.

Mobile

Picture shown on screen and learner has to respond with correct
pronunciation then gets score as reward.

Identifying
different
classes of

Sorting selection of pictures into groups

Mobile

Sorting pictures from top of screen into three baskets below.

Correct
recognition
of action
words

Correct
recognition
of
descriptor
words

LG:
Building
sentence
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s

words

Pairing
object and
descriptor
words

Correctly identifying class of picture by putting into correct pile

Mobile

One picture at a time appears at top of screen and learner has to
drag them in correct basket at bottom.

Sorting objects into groups, then into groups according to
colour or size

Mobile

One object appears on top of screen and learner must drag it into
correct position on matrix.

Identifying on two dimensions.

Mobile

Several pictures from 2D sorting tasks above shown on screen.
Tutor asks eg "Show me the black cow" and learner has to touch
correct picture.

Correctly describing presented object and its descriptor (for
verbal learners).

Mobile

As above but pictures of object shown on screen and learner has
to give correct description.

Mobile

Object presented at top of screen. Learner has to select the two
words that accurately describe it from a selection of 10 or more
below. To make it more challenging, words only revealed when
"cards" clicked.

Sorting objects into groups, then into groups according to
action (eg "running rabbit"

Mobile

Either pictures presented one at a time at top of screen and
learner has to drag them to correct basket or all pictures shown at
top at same time before first sorting. Then second sorting is into
correct action "basket".

"Show me the children who are playing"

Mobile

Tutor asks question and learner has to select correct card from at
least 10 on screen showing e.g. children either sitting, playing,
running, standing or cows jumping, running, lying down etc.

Correctly describing presented object and its action

Mobile

As above but pictures of object shown on screen and learner has
to give correct description.

Pairs /Fish game pairing object with appropriate descriptor
words

Pairing
object and
action
words
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ASD

Linking
objectactionobject

LG:
Identify
and
express
emotions
(emotion
al traits)

Visual
attention

Hearing
attention

Pairs /Fish game pairing object with actions it could make

Mobile

Pictures presented at top of screen. Learner has to select the two
words that accurately describe it from a selection of 10 or more
below. To make it more challenging, words only revealed when
"cards" clicked.

Correctly describing picture "What does Sara hit?" "What is the
boy doing to the trolley?" or identifying correct symbol

Mobile

Picture shown on screen and tutor asks question.

Using three picture cards to create meaningful object action
object sentences

Mobile

Tutor says e.g. "the dog chases the cat" and learner has to select
three pictures from several shown at top of screen and drag them
below in the right order.

Using three word cards to create meaningful object-actionobject sentences

Mobile

Tutor says e.g. "the dog chases the cat" and learner has to select
three words from several shown at top of screen and drag them
below in the right order.

Correctly verbalising object-action-object picture

Mobile

Picture shown at top of screen learner has to say the three words
in the right order. Alternatively could read out words shown in
previous exercise.

Visually track pictures (focusing)

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (emotional
traits). Pictures move in the screen.

Looking at pictures for a time.

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (emotional
traits). They will be static in the screen.

Focusing a sound.

Tablet

It will present different sounds about one topic: emotional traits
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Crying.



Laughing.



Snarling.

Hearing a sound for a time.

Tablet

It will present different sounds about emotional traits during a
time.

Find differences between two facial expressions.

Tablet

It shows different facial expression- it will be using pictures of
children (photograph, picture, image, icon, symbol).

Match two identical pictures.

Tablet

Visual
discriminati
on

It shows several facial expressions from pictures of children
(photograph, picture, image, icon, symbol).
The pupil should match identical pictures.

Make eye
contact

Make eye contact with different facial expression.

Tablet

A simulator of facial expression makes different emotional traits
while the pupil makes eye contact.

Imitation

Imitate facial expressions.

Tablet

A simulator of facial expression makes different emotional traits
while the pupil imitates them.

Lotus games with part of the face (eyes, nose, cheek...)

Tablet

To know
parts of the
face

Pupil matches pictures with the same part of the face, between
several cards that shows parts of the face.
The cards are face down.
Pupil completes a puzzle with the different parts of the face.

Making puzzles with faces forms.

Tablet
The puzzle pieces will increase according to pupil progress.
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To know
parts of the
body

Lotus games with part of the body (leg, arms...)

Tablet

The cards are face down.
Say emotions.

Tablet

It shows different pictures (photograph, image, icon, symbol) and
the pupil says what emotion they express.

Classify emotions.

Tablet

It shows different pictures (photograph, image, icon, symbol) at
the same time and the pupil says what emotion they express.

Deduce basic emotions from different social situations.

Tablet

It shows different stories about the social situations (sequences)
and the pupil says what emotion they express.

Virtual role playing (children without movement possibilities)

Tablet

It shows virtual role-play and the pupil will express an emotional
trait.

Know basic
emotions

Deduce
basic
emotions

Express
basic
emotions

Pupil matches pictures with the same part of the body, between
several cards that show parts of the body.

It asks to pupil – How are you? How do you feel today?
“Emociómetro”

Tablet
And the pupil has to respond

LG:
Improve
the
spontane
ity of
language

Imitate gestures in a song/story.

Tablet

Imitation
Imitate onomatopoeia in a song/story.

Tablet

It will tell a story/or sing a song. The story/song will have a
different gesture with the body. The child will imitate them.
It will tell a story/or sing a song that will include different
onomatopoeias.
Pupil will have to imitate them.

Make
questions
spontaneity

Guess where is one object/person.

Contract No.: 687772
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Hide an object/person (which it can be the robot) and the pupil
will ask to clues to guess what it is.
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Robot greet pupil and ask him something to start the game with
clues.
The screen shows an image/picture.
Describe

Describe a picture.

Tablet

Robot says the beginning of the sentence: for example, “the ball
is…”
and pupil has to complete the sentence “…red!”.

Sequencing
(sorting)

Mainstream

SLA
Worked
examples

Sort cards into logical order.

Tablet

Put cards into correct sequence for zebra crossing.

System plays a video of a zebra crossing.
Simple flow
control

Student puts cards into correct sequence for zebra crossing.
Develop a simple flowchart.

Tablet

System plays a tutorial (video) of adding a start symbol, linking it
to an output symbol with an arrow to turn lights on and off.
Student creates flow chart.
System describes flow chart symbols.

Flow control

Develop a mimic flowchart.

Tablet

System plays a Zebra crossing video.
Student creates a flow chart to mimic the Zebra crossing.

LG:
Develop
mathema
tical
compete
nces:
numberi
ng

Subitizing
and
counting
Associating
number to
an amount
Discriminati
on of
greater than
/ less than

LG:

Visual

Counting a set of objects.

Tablet

In the screen appear a set of objects and pupil will have to count
them suddenly (at first sight).

To make relations with numbers and a set of picture.

Tablet

In the screen appear a set of objects and numbers. The pupil
match the set of pictures with the correct number.

Put the numbers in order (rising/descending)

Tablet

In the screen there are numbers in a random order.

Visually track pictures (focusing)

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (functional
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Increase
vocabula
ry

attention

vocabulary). They move in the screen.
Looking at pictures for a time.

Tablet

It will present different pictures about one topic (functional
vocabulary). They will be static in the screen.
It will present different sounds of words:

Focusing a sound of words.

Tablet

Hearing
attention

Pupil´s interests toys.



Foods.



Animals.



Clothing.



Body parts.

It will present different sounds of different words:

Hearing a sound of different words for a time.

Visual
discriminati
on



Tablet

Find differences between two words.

Tablet

Match two identical words between a set of them.

Tablet



Pupil´s interests toys.



Foods.



Animals.



Clothing.



Body parts.

It shows different words from different vocabulary. They can be
support with photographs, pictures, images, icons, symbols.
It shows several words from one set about one topic. It could be
support with photographs, pictures, images, icons, symbols.
The pupil should match the identical words.

Establish
semantic
fields
(conceptual
networks)

To connect words about one semantic field.

Tablet

Create screens with different topics (home, school, park,
swimming pool, hospital). Then, the pupil has to add elements
(things, people, decoration…).

Use derived
words form

To connect derived words about one topic.

Tablet

On the screen, there is one word about a topic (e.g. “bread”).
Then, a set of words appear on the screen, only one of them is
connected with the first word.
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The pupil has to match the word, from the same lexical family
(e.g. “bread”-“baker”-“bakery”).
All the words can be supported by images or pictures.
Difficult levels can be increased using more than just one word.
Agent presents a tutorial video to the client/ learner according to
his/her age”. EOPPEP e-portfolios
for adolescents
http://www.eoppep.gr/teens/index.php/digital-folder and
for
adults http://e-stadiodromia.eoppep.gr/index.php/eportfolio.html

Watch a tutorial video of EOPPEP about an e-career portfolio

CGDL

Create an ecareer
portfolio

Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main elements to be
considered in his/her portfolio

Tablet,
Smartp
hone

Ask learner to create an initial draft of his/her portfolio and
sent it to his/her Career Guidance counsellor

Worked
example:
(LG:
Prepare
for the
labour
market)

Session to discuss his created portfolio with his/her Career
Guidance counsellor. The counsellor will assess whether the
draft is complete and which elements need more attention

Agent invites the learner to a session with his counsellor to
discuss his created portfolio

Watch a tutorial video of EOPPEP about CV drafting

Agent presents a tutorial video to the client/ learner according to
his/her age”.

Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main elements to be
considered in his/her CV

Tablet

Draft a CV
Ask learner to create an initial draft of his/her CV and sent it to
his/her Career Guidance counsellor
Session to discuss his created CV with his/her Career Guidance
counsellor. The counsellor will assess whether the draft is
complete and which elements need more attention
Prepare for

Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiple choice
query and then another one with only 2 questions right or wrong
answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is updated.
Agent presents to the learner the application of EOPPEP to create
his e-portfolio. http://www.eoppep.gr/teens/index.php/digitalfolder and for adults http://estadiodromia.eoppep.gr/index.php/e-p

Watch a tutorial video of EOPPEP about job interview
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Tablet,
Smartp
hone

Tablet,

Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiple-choice
query and then another one with only 2 questions right or wrong
answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is updated.
Agent presents to the learner the application of EOPPEP to create
his CV
(https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/el/documents/curriculumvitae)
Agent invites the learner to a session with his counsellor to
discuss his CV
Agent presents a tutorial video to the client/ learner according to
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a job
interview

Worked
example:
(LG: Selfawarene
ss)

identify the
importance
of personal
traits,
career
values and
interests in
career
planning

knowledge
of labour
market

Worked
examples
(LG:
Career
manage
ment)

Smartp
hone
Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main elements to be
considered in a job interview

Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiple-choice
query and then another one with only 2 questions right or wrong
answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is updated.

client watches video tutorial about self-awareness key factors
(to be created within MATHISIS)

Agent presents a tutorial video to the client/ learner according to
his/her age”.

Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main elements of selfawareness

Career
Managemen
t Skills

Tablet,
Smartp
hone

client watches video tutorial about EOPPEP videos of
professions
http://www.eoppep.gr/teens/index.php?option=com_videos&
view=playvideo&Itemid=740&videoid=1

Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiple-choice
query and then another one with only 2 questions right or wrong
answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is updated.

Agent present to the client/ learner EOPPEP videos of professions
http://www.eoppep.gr/teens/index.php?option=com_videos&vie
w=playvideo&Itemid=740&videoid=1
Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiplechoice query and then another one with only 2 questions right or
wrong answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is
updated.

Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main characteristics of a
profession
EOPPEP video about about decision making process (to be
created within MATHISIS)

career
decision
making

his/her age”.

Tablet,
Smartp
hone

Agent present to the client/ learner an EOPPEP video about
decision making

Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main elements of decision
making

Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiplechoice query and then another one with only 2 questions right or
wrong answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is
updated.

EOPPEP video about CMS (to be created within MATHISIS)

Agent present to the client/ learner an EOPPEP video about CMS
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Complete a questionnaire to assess whether the learner is
capable to determine which are the main elements of CMS
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Agents show to the client 2 questionnaires. First a multiple-choice
query and then another one with only 2 questions right or wrong
answer. When he fills the queries the cognitive state is updated.
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